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Description
This Module allows you to see all orders which were made on Amazon related to your to your Amazon seller account. It
automatically imports the orders made on Amazon and creates new Magento orders with special order statuses for a
better overview.

Requirements
To use this Module you will need the following requirements:
-

An Amazon Seller Account with a professional selling plan connected to the Amazon Marketplace Web Service
(MWS)
o Go to “Get the necessary Amazon MWS keys” in this manual, if your Amazon Seller Account is not
connected with MWS.

Installation
The installation is the same as for any other modules in Magento.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Decompress the module right in the root of your Magento installation.
Clear Magento cache.
If you have the compiler enabled, you will have to run the compilation process.
You might need to logout and login again in the backend.

The module will add a new section in System > Configuration to configure the settings for the module.

Get the necessary Amazon MWS keys
Retrieve the Amazon MWS keys from your Amazon Seller Account
Retrieving the keys is only possible when your Amazon Seller Account is already connected to the Marketplace Web
Service (MWS). If this is not the case, follow the steps “Connect Amazon Seller Account to MWS” in this Manual.
1. Log into you Amazon Seller Central e.g.: https://sellercentral.amazon.es
2. Click on Settings  User Permissions
3. Under “Amazon MWS Developer Permissions” in the “Your Account Information” table you will find the Seller
ID. In the “Current Authorisations” table after clicking on “View your credentials” in the “Action Taken” column
you will see the AWS Access Key ID and the Secret Key for your Developer account.
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Connect Amazon Seller Account to MWS
Notice: Just professional Amazon Seller Accounts are allowed to use the MWS
1. Visit https://sellercentral.amazon.es/gp/mws/registration/register.html
2. Log in with your Amazon Seller Account.
3. Choose “I want to access my own Amazon seller account with MWS” and confirm with “Next” button.
4. Tick the checkbox indicating that you have read and will accept the Amazon MWS Licence Agreement and
proceed with “Next”.
5. You will see a page with several keys. Save them all, because they will be necessary to setup the module. The
most important keys are the following : Seller ID, AWS Access Key ID, Secret Key.

Configurations
After Installing the Module and flushing the cache: log into the backend of your store and go to System 
Configurations. There you click on Amazon Orders Sync under the “young-dogs” tab on the left.

The Amazon Orders Sync brings plenty of possible settings. In the following pages we explain all these settings one by
one.
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Main configurations:
Open the “Configuration”tab to change the main configurations of this module.

Fill in the following details under Configuration:
Enabled: Enables or disables the module, should be enabled: yes.
AWS access key ID Enter here the AWS Access Key ID retrieved from the MWS registration or your Amazon
Seller Account.
AWS secret access key: Enter here the Secret Key received from the MWS registration or your Amazon Seller
Account.
Seller ID: Enter here the Seller ID received from the MWS registration or your Amazon Seller
Account.
Store: Choose to which store the Amazon orders will be synced. When you choose “All Store
Views” the orders will be synced to the Admin store.
Sync days: Number of days back to Sync from your Amazon Seller Account. It is recommended to
leave this as default 1 day, unless there are no amazon orders in the store yet and
Amazon orders are synced for the first time.
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SKU mapping
In case you are not using the same SKU’s on the Amazon Marketplace as in your Magento store, you will have to map
the SKUs so the Module can pick the correct products when syncing the Amazon orders . This can be done in the
“Amazon-Magento SKU” mapping tab of the module settings:

Fill in the following details under Amazon-Magento SKU mapping:
Enabled Enables the SKU mapping, should be enabled: yes.
SKU mapping In this field you can map your SKUs, one mapping per line. Lines starting with # are
ignored.
Format:
magento_sku1:amazon_sku1
magento_sku2:amazon_sku2
magento_sku2:amazon_sku3

Please note that you can map several Amazon SKUs to the same Magento product,
just like magento_sku2 in this example.
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Notification settings
The Module creates Magento notifications in case an error occurred when syncing an order(s) from your Amazon
account. You will be notified as soon as you log into the backend of your store. Error messages will be visible in your
screen and under System  Notifications.

Additional to that you can set up an email notification so you will receive an email in case of an error. In the
configurations of the Module Amazon Orders Sync you can set this up under the tab Notification settings:

Fill in the following details under Notification settings:
Email Notification Enables email notifications, should be enabled: yes.
Email address Enter here the email address, which will receive the notification in case an
error occurs during syncing the Amazon Order from your Amazon Seller
Account.

Shipping settings
This creates a new shipping method called Amazon shipping method. As default (if disabled) the shipping costs for this
method is set to 0 €. As the Amazon shipping costs can be different to the costs in store. The Amazon shipping costs will
be added to the product price.
If you want you can set other shipping methods for Amazon Orders created in your store, for that go to the module
settings and open the “Shipping settings” group:
Set shipping methods for Amazon Orders:
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Shipping settings Enables the shipping settings, should be enabled: yes.
Method for national Shipping Choose one of the available shipping methods for national
orders synced from Amazon.
Method for national urgent Shipping (Expedited) Choose one of the available shipping methods for national
expedited orders synced from Amazon.
Method for international Shipping Choose one of the available shipping methods for international
orders synced from Amazon.
Method for international urgent Shipping Choose one of the available shipping methods for international
(Expedited) expedited orders synced from Amazon.
*Notice: The settings can affect the functionality of some external shipping modules, like the automatic retrieval of
tracking-codes .
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Advanced settings
Normally the settings under this tab should not be altered. The Amazon MWS internal codes which are used to connect
to the Amazon Marketplace Web Service are set here.

Configurations for Advanced settings:
AWS HTTP method The AWS HTTP method which is used to connect to the Amazon Web Service
AWS host The host address of the Amazon Web Service
AWS URI The Amazon Web Service URI, used to retrieve the Amazon orders
Marketplace ID – FR Internal marketplace ID for French Amazon Marketplace
Marketplace ID – DE Internal marketplace ID for German Amazon Marketplace
Marketplace ID – ES Internal marketplace ID for Spanish Amazon Marketplace
Marketplace ID – UK Internal marketplace ID for British Amazon Marketplace
Marketplace ID – IT Internal marketplace ID for Italian Amazon Marketplace

Usage
Once setup is completed, the module will work as described.

